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Connected "smart" devices – Applying E-IoT
in practice – The "smart" doorbell project

Zoltán Kiss, Export Director
e-mail: z.kiss@endrich.com

Written by Zoltán Kiss, Export manager - Endrich

Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH

Since Bob Rafelson�s iconic film �The Postman Always

Rings Twice� we all know that postmen never gives up, un-

fortunately not as in reality. You all must have experience

that missing the long-expected magic doorbell may result in

a waiting a long queue at the post office late evening after

work to pick up the important parcel or registered mail. What

if your doorbell would generate a pop up message on your

mobile device or you would get an SMS about someone�s

waiting in front of your door? Of course, today in the era of

IoT it is all possible, such as an intelligent garbage bin tell-

ing if it is full, or the flower in the garden would cry for irriga-

tion, your pond reporting critical water level in the hot

summer�Let us see how we can call the narrow band LTE

communication technology for help.

For above mentioned solutions the blocking point is al-

ways the cost. Most of the mainstream connected solu-

tions therefore use the local networking possibilities to

reach the Internet by using the infrastructure�s (house,

shop, social area) Wi-Fi hot spot for internet access. How-

ever, network security does not make it easy to accept to

connect all kind of devices for a company network, so this

solution widely used in air conditioning systems, security

cameras and other commercial products are only designed

for private use. What if industrial applications require Inter-

net access? Of course, it is possible to use GSM modems,

connecting devices through the 2G, 3G or legacy LTE net-

works to the Internet. This is costly way as the urban sani-

tation company may not afford to integrate a �mobile

phone� economically to your garbage bin to optimize their

garbage collecting routes, you will not have for all your

flower beds to install an another one to report ground soil

moisture level, and definitely you cannot use a mobile

phone instead of your doorbell�. The other issue is the

battery lifetime. You need to use high-capacity lithium dis-

posable batteries, in most of the cases you cannot use

rechargeable batteries such as in the mobile devices, or

only those with low capacity, which can be recharged by a

photovoltaic solar cell.

The narrow band GSM technology (NB-IoT a 3GPP ra-

dio technology standard) offers a solution: these modems

are cheaper, as all unnecessary functions are kicked out

from their feature list. No voice communication, no 7/24

connection to the GSM network, no SMS, no fast data

transfer is needed when you only have to send small data

package every now on then.. As the bandwidth offered is

low, magnitude higher number of such devices may be

placed in the same GSM cell and can share a part of the

LTE band. Therefore, the costs will be reduced on both

hardware and connectivity side. The modem is a way

cheaper, consumes much less energy as most of the life-

time it spends in sleep mode, usually in the range of 5

USDs. On the other hand, the used NB-IOT SIM card of-

fers also low cost, the usual business model is 10 EURs

for 10 years and 100 Mbytes data. This makes it possible

to use this technology for all purposes when sensors� data

have to be sent to a Cloud Database with as low price as

possible. Additional advantage of this system is the avail-

ability in lower sub-gigahertz frequencies, such as the 450

MHz band (Band31). Since NB-IoT uses narrowband

(180KHz), it allows for an increased density of transmis-

sion power and that, along with other coverage enhance-

ment capabilities makes indoor penetration and reach far

better than other technologies.

Although there are full duplex protocols used in combi-

nation with NB-IoT such as MQTT, we have to use NB-IoT

in the right use-cases: when you need to SEND small

package of (sensor) data for limited times a day. When 7/

24 connection is required, for example you need to remote

control devices such as A/C systems or home equipment

from application, NB-IoT is not always the best solution as

it does not provide (easily) constant presence of your con-

nected device on the Internet. However with a cheap low

power consumption microcontroller and the right sensor in

combination NB-IoT offers and affordable solution for tasks

such as the above mentioned cases (�smart� garbage bin,

flower irrigation or doorbell). So let us see an example how

to create a �smart� doorbell!

In an earlier issue of SEEIM we have talked about Endrich�s

E-IoT evaluation platform, which contains all the necessary

components we need to have for making a conventional de-

vice SMART.

The hardware platform offers an evaluation board hav-

ing a RISC-V based MCU  and a 2G/ NB-UIoT/ LTE-M

modem on board with lots of different sensors and also the

possibility to contact external sensors to it. The underlay-

ing software services such as the Endrich Cloud Database

and the Endrich Visualization Gateway offer solution for

handling the data received through the Internet via the

GSM connection.

So let us combine them and use this board to create a

�SMART� doorbell, as a proof of concept. This models per-

fectly an independent wireless NB-IoT Button, which can

be used in harsh industrial environment as an alarm but-

ton for example. Opening our mind and replacing the

switch with a load cell/force sensor (garbage bin), a soil

moisture (irrigation) or liquid level sensor (pond), we have

the solution for the examples brought up in the beginning

of this writing. Using a reed relay or any other opening

detection a simple NB-IoT intrusion detection system can

be realized.

As the recent design is a PoC, we used a three band

modem, so one can make a balance between battery life-

time, power consumption, latency time (using LPWA) ver-

sus wider services access (using 2G).

Using an NB-IoT SIM card we can send in the status of

the push switch to the Cloud Database at every moment

the button is pushed. Our app on the mobile device may

pop up messages based on the data stored in the ECDB

real time.

Using a 2G (GPRS) SIM card in the E-IoT board we do

not even need to connect to the database, the modem is

used in 2G mode, meaning features of direct SMS sending

is possible (in reality this mode has no economic meaning

as battery lifetime and modem and communication costs

will be problematic).
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The Covid-19 pandemic has shaken up the embedded industry, not least

with a dramatic shift to more automation, sensing and edge processing with

machine learning.

While customers have accelerated their digitalisation plans, the semicon-

ductor industry is running hard to keep up with demand. This means flexibil-

ity is key, from the design of a board or system all the way through the

supply chain. This will be more apparent through the challenges the industry

will face throughout 2022.

Meeting these challenges will not only require flexibility in how the edge

processing is implemented, the types of devices and techniques that are

used, but also the way edge systems are rolled out across the IoT. Micro-

chip�s wide range of technologies with its own manufacturing capability pro-

vides an advantage in being able to deliver the technology that the end

customers need.

One example is smart image sensors with local machine learning on

programmable FPGAs. This puts the key machine learning algorithms for

image processing at the edge by the cameras, rather than sending streams

of data to the cloud. This reduces the latency of response, the power con-

sumption and the data requirements across the IoT network.

Using FPGAs also allows engineers to develop their own machine learn-

ing or tweak existing ones for their particular application. That can provide

more efficiency for specific applications at the edge, from defect detection

for quality control on a production line to control systems.

For example, the latest Microchip FPGA development platform adds new

sensors with an interface that links industrial cameras with 1 Gbps per lane

while receiving up to 1.5 Gbps per lane. There is increasing demand for

higher performance interfaces as developers use cameras with higher reso-

lution to capture more detail and need to perform the processing locally.

This avoids overwhelming the local network and allows a boost in productiv-

ity with the existing infrastructure.

While high speed Ethernet networks are increasingly common in industri-

al edge applications, an FPGA solution at the edge also allows developers

to configure the system to specific industrial networks such as Profibus and

Hart. The flexibility of adding network protocols to an FPGA reduces the size

and complexity of network nodes and gateways, and this is a key trend for

2022 and beyond.

Machine learning can also be implemented on a wide range of microcon-

trollers for applications such as predictive maintenance at the edge. Micro-

chip works closely with the developers of software algorithms to run sophis-

ticated pattern recognition code on microcontrollers close to the sensors.

These allow for more local monitoring of equipment, identifying patterns in

the data that can indicate that equipment is starting to fail, and even the

location of the problem.

This allows machines to be taken off-line in an organised way as part of

scheduled maintenance with time to order replacement parts. This avoids

unexpected failures that can bring a production line to a halt and can cost

millions of dollars in lost production, hitting delivery schedules to custo-

mers.

These machine learning frameworks are constantly improving, using data

from the suppliers or from the application itself, boosting the accuracy of

signal detection and classification and improving the performance of the

overall system.

Outlook 2022 – Edge IoT
Pandemic accelerates shift to machine learning and edge IoT

Rod Drake, vice president at Microchip Technology

The high level data from these edge systems is also fed back to cloud

services that are growing in importance through 2022, and as a result secu-

rity is also key for these systems.

With more and more devices connected across the IoT, designers are

realising that applications are vulnerable to being taken hostage and edge

nodes are generally very susceptible to security hacks. This is driving de-

mand for over the air (OTA) updates to keep edge IoT device security up to

date.

OTA updates are basically a required feature now and that needs securi-

ty, otherwise the network is open to someone inserting unqualified code into

an edge node. Microchip has relationships with all the major cloud suppliers

and adheres to the latest security standards. This is an area that is growing

fast and will continue to do so through 2022.

Functional Safety is also moving into industrial applications, taking the

design methodologies used for driver assistance technologies and driver-

less cars and applying them to the factory floor.

A lot of industries followed automotive with adopting the ISO9000 quality

standard and Microchip sees the same thing happening with the ISO26262

standard moving to industrial designs. Having the ability to understand in the

system how something is going to fail and what will happen and that it fails in

a safe manner � this is the most mature and most widespread in automotive

and a key technology for edge IoT in 2022 and beyond.

Through 2022 there will continue to be a constrained environment for the

availability of components, and this means communication with suppliers is

key. Microchip has always worked closely with customers on their designs

and this will be a key area of focus over the next year. As Microchip has its

own production capacity, it has more control over availability of parts, and

the programmability of microcontrollers and FPGAs gives developers more

flexibility in avoiding supply constraints.

What is clear is that digitalisation is a vital part of industrial designs, par-

ticularly at the edge, and that will continue to be a significant driver of growth.

From smart sensors at the edge with high speed interfaces and FPGA pro-

cessing to machine learning algorithms running on microcontrollers, there

are many different options for customers to consider.

Working closely with semiconductor suppliers such as Microchip will be

key to ensuring the successful roll out of edge IoT systems. Early communi-

cation and detailed planning will help the supply chain deliver the technolo-

gies that are needed to meet the drive to edge IoT that is happening all

around the world.
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According to the U.S. Department of Com-

merce�s International Trade Administration Tur-

key�s young, sizeable population, dynamic en-

trepreneurial class, and advantageous geo-

graphic position as a bridge between Europe and

Asia have made the country an important manu-

facturing and distribution hub. Turkey positions

itself in the global value chain by leveraging its

logistical advantage, offering lower labour costs

and flexible production capabilities. Manufactur-

ing�s share of GDP has increased to 18,83% in

the last decade and Turkey aims to boost it to

21% by 2023 through its 2023 Industry and Tech-

nology Strategy.

Advanced manufacturing technologies are in-

creasingly used in the country, with international

companies leading the way. Early adopters of

advanced manufacturing in Turkey include the

automotive and aviation industries, both domi-

nated by major international companies with

many local suppliers who must meet the latest

standards and technological requirements. In

addition, the consumer goods, electronics,

chemicals, machinery, steel, construction, tex-

tiles, energy, and mining industries are focused

on adopting advanced manufacturing technolo-

gies to remain competitive.

Through more advanced manufacturing tech-

nologies, Turkey can move further up the global

value chain, ensure its future global competitive-

ness, and provide a boost to a faltering economy.

Currently, 36% of Turkey�s manufacturing exports

consist of medium-tech products and 3% high-

tech products. The country aims to increase the

former to 44% and the latter to nearly 6% by 2023.

In 2019, the Ministry of Science, Industry and

Technology announced Turkey�s 2023 Industry

and Technology Strategy detailing incentives for

R&D and digital transformation of industrial en-

terprises. Turkey plans to invest heavily in over

300 product groups in the machinery, semicon-

ductor, aerospace, defense, transportation tech-

nology, software, electronics, chemistry, and

pharmaceutical industries. Incentives will be pro-

vided for the development of new technologies

involving artificial intelligence, 5G, big data and

data analytics, IoT, blockchain, robotics and au-

tonomy, nanotechnology, cybersecurity, additive

manufacturing, quantum computing and energy

technologies.

The electronics sector
The Turkish electronics industry began to de-

velop rapidly in the second half of the 80�s. The

PCB manufacturing in Turkey

introduction of colour TV broadcasting and the

acceleration in telecommunication investments

boosted development. Furthermore, the revolu-

tion in telecommunication technologies which

took place during those years, increased the

growth of the sector. Most of the Turkish compa-

nies started operations through foreign license

agreements. The licensors originated from the

Netherlands, Germany, Japan, the USA, Cana-

da, France, the United Kingdom, Denmark and

Italy. Today the sector is a mature industry and

has reached a significant level in technical knowl-

edge.

There are approximately 2033 manufactur-

ing companies in the field of electronics, shows

data from the country�s Ministry of Trade. The

Turkish electronics industry manufacturers/ex-

porters follow European and international stan-

dards and norms. The obligation to affix the CE

Mark to products began in the local market in

2002. At the same time, Turkish manufacturers

have been closely following the developments

in international quality and environmental stan-

dards.

The Turkish electronics industry, founded on

high added value, innovation, creativity, and ex-

tensive research, develops products not only for

the local market but also for overseas. The ex-

ports of the sector have demonstrated a con-

stant increase since 1990. This is mainly due to

intensive R&D efforts and production aligned

with the needs of the export markets. Electron-

ics industry products having the most recent

technology are supplied to the Turkish market

simultaneously with Europe. Turkish electron-

ics industry exports are primarily directed to

European markets. In 2017, the Turkish elec-

tronics industry realized exports to roughly 200

countries. The total value of electronics exports

sector increased by 3,9% compared to the pre-

vious year and reached USD 10,2 billion in

2017. As in production, consumer electronics

and telecommunication equipment were the

main items in exports.

An analysis by Turkey�s Ministry of Trade in-

dicates that the European Union is the most im-

portant market for the Turkish electronics sector.

England is the top exporting country of the sec-

tor with a 13,0% rate, followed by Germany

(10,8%) and France (6,9%). Apart from the Eu-

ropean Union countries, peripheral countries

(such as Iraq, Turkmenistan) and the USA are

the other important exporting countries for the

sector.

In 2017, the total import of the electronics

sector increased by 3,1% compared to the pre-

vious year and reached USD 26,5 billion. The

import value of the components, integrated cir-

cuits and other machines had the biggest ratio

in 2017 total import with 20,5% ratio and USD

5,4 billion. Telecommunication equipment

(16,8% ratio) and electrical machines and en-

ergy group (13,7% ratio) were the other impor-

tant imported goods in electronics sector. Chi-

na (32,7%) had the highest ratio in total imports.

Although the export countries are concentrated

in the European Union, the import countries are

diversified.
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PCB manufacturing compa-
nies

The printed circuit board (PCB) manufactur-

ing process requires a complex procedure to en-

sure the performance of the finished product.

Though circuit boards can be single-sided, dou-

ble-sided or multi-layered, the fabrication pro-

cesses used only differ after the first layer�s pro-

duction. Due to differences in the structure of the

PCBs, some may require 20 or more steps dur-

ing manufacturing.

The number of steps required for producing

printed circuit boards correlates to their com-

plexity. Skipping any step or cutting back on the

procedure could negatively impact the perfor-

mance of the circuit board. However, when suc-

cessfully completed, the PCBs should perform

their tasks properly as key electronic compo-

nents.

In the following section we will present a short

description of the main companies producing a

wide range of PCBs in Turkey.

Asik Elektronik
Asik Elektronik Import Export and Trade was

founded in 1995. The company started its opera-

tions in order to satisfy the demand for plated

through-hole PCBs on the Turkish market. With

the advancements in technology, the company

offers single-sided, double-sided, multi-layer,

gold coated, flexible and aluminium PCBs.

In 1996 in accordance with the needs on the

Turkish market and the developing world

trends, Asik Elektronik started import and ex-

port operations of flexible membrane switches.

The company also carries out research and de-

velopment activities. It performs, by automatic

machines, the assembly of every kind of elec-

tronic circuit that is made up of SMD and THT

components according to customers� needs

and requests. In addition to its services for cus-

tomers in the PCB field, Asik Elektronik also

supplies stencils that are required for the as-

sembly of PCBs on request.

Baski Devre
Baski Devre was founded in 1977. The com-

pany constantly invests in technology, increasing

its capacity. Its production capacity reaches up to

180 000 square metres for single sided PCBs and

80 000 square metres for double sided PCBs.

Baski Devre has developed strong business rela-

tionships with its partners in the Far East which

further expand the company�s capacity for dou-

ble-sided, up to 32 layers multi-layer, flexible,

heavy copper, hybrid and long LED PCBs. Baski

Devre recently finalized its efforts in the field of

lead free solder and green materials and is ready

to meet customers� demands in that aspect.

The firm has almost one thousand customers

all around Turkey, as well as in Europe, the Mid-

dle East and even in South Africa. Baski Devre

exports to more than 100 companies in 14 coun-

tries. The company regularly takes part in major

exhibitions in Europe and Turkey.

Delron Electronic Industry
and Trade

Delron Electronic was established in 1994

and manufactures high quality single-sided, dou-

ble-sided, multi-layer, flexible and rigid flexible

PCBs in its 12 000 m2 premises, located in the

industrial zone of Manisa. The company offers a

fully integrated service to its customers including

design, SMT, axial and radial through-hole as-

sembly technologies, up to full product building.

The PCB and assembly production facilities are

certified with BVQI�s ISO 9001:2000 total quality

system. The company is a member of IPC and

products are UL approved.

Delron has become an approved manufactur-

er for the Turkish defence industry and its prod-

ucts conform to MIL SPEC 810 norms. The com-

pany is an approved manufacturer for Siemens,

Alcatel and the only approved PCB manufactur-

er in Turkey for Tusas Aerospace Industries.
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SEE NEWS

Net Elektronik Design
Net Elektronik Design has been serving the

sector with computer aided design (CAD/CAM)

printed circuit design, hardware and software ap-

plications, PCB production and PCB assembly

and installation services in Turkey�s electronics

field since 1999. Net Elektronik Design aims at

100% customer satisfaction and claims to be the

only company that provides simultaneously PCB

design, PCB production and PCB settling servic-

es in the sector. With its projects on renewable

energy, it has adopted to work without compro-

mising the correct, principled production and reli-

ability ethics in all service areas.

Odak PCB
Odak PCB was established in 1983 as a small

shop to produce simple PCB prototypes. The

dedicated work and visionary approach of its

founders have shaped the way of doing busi-

ness, prioritizing continuous improvement and

customer satisfaction. Today, with 180 members

of the Odak PCB family, the company is one of

the biggest PCB manufacturers in Europe.

Odak PCB manufactures LED, single-sided,

double-sided, multi-layer, flexible, and rigid-flex

PCBs, that are widely used in industries such

as LED lighting, automotive, household appli-

ances, medical and military and defense. Sam-

ples and prototypes are produced on the same

production line to make sure all PCB specifica-

tions fully match. Samples and low volume

batches can be produced with 24, 48, 72-hour

or 5-day options depending on urgency. Medi-

um and high volume batches can be produced

in 5 to 10 days with Odak PCB�s expedited pro-

duction capabilities.

OME Elektronik
Founded in 1995 OME Elektronik provides

electronic card design and production services.

Since its establishment, it has not aimed to pro-

duce and market any own-brand product, but has

produced only with the aim of serving as a sub-

industry.

The company strives to constantly improve it-

self in production techniques, design and pro-

curement services and has the most advanced

equipment. OME Elektronik is able to design, to

produce PCBs and electronic cards for all kinds

of needs, serving over 400 customers from dif-

ferent sectors. The firm has nearly 200 employ-

ees in its Istanbul based production facility

spread over 6000 m².

OME Elektronik has commissioned RoHS-

compliant production lines since 2005 and since

then it has been producing in full compliance with

the Directive. The company established the

Quality Management System by obtaining the

ISO 9001 certificate the same year. As of 2018,

by establishing ISO 14001 Environmental Man-

agement System and ISO 18001 Occupational

Health and Safety Management Systems, it has

switched to the Integrated Management System

and further expanded the quality scope of its ser-

vices.

Production, warehouse, shipment, etc. ESD

and MSD requirements are met at every stage.

Production is carried out in accordance with IPC

Standards and requirements, especially IPC-A-

610 and J-STD-001 standards, and OME Elek-

tronik�s entire facility works in accordance with

its production tracking system that ensures trace-

ability.

Printronics PCB
Printronics PCB was established in 2007 and

produces single-sided, double-sided, aluminium,

multi-layer, flexible and hybrid PCBs. Within a

few years after its establishment, Printronics

PCB increased its market share in the PCB sec-

tor and has now become one of the largest com-

panies in the field. In order to increase service

quality and meet customer expectations and

needs at a higher level the company regularly

invests in its Istanbul based plant.

Hexonic to take part in
Romtherm 2022

Hexonic announced it will be among the ex-

hibitors at the upcoming edition of Romtherm

2022. The event will take place between March

24 and 27 in Bucharest. The exhibition presents

the novelties in the field of water supply, sanitary

and sewerage installations, gas supply installa-

tions, technological installations, thermal installa-

tions, heating, ventilation installations, air condi-

tioning, refrigeration, etc.

„We would like to invite all our distributors and

customers to the upcoming fair in the Romanian

capital. Visitors at the exhibition will have the op-

portunity to meet the area sales managers, re-

sponsible for Romania, Bulgaria and the Balkans.

At the company stand (41 in hall B2) Hexonic will

show some of its newest heat exchange solutions.

Everyone will have access to the new free soft-

ware for product selection. Our representatives will

be there looking for new business relations and

possibilities“, the company said.

Hella Saturnus to build EUR
108 million logistics centre in

Slovenia

Hella Saturnus Slovenija, a subsidiary of Ger-

man group Hella, plans to build a EUR 107,7 mil-

lion logistics centre according to a document,

published on the Slovenian government’s web-

site. The company has applied for a EUR 5,4 mil-

lion government incentive for the project and in-

tends to open 50 jobs at the logistics centre by

the end of 2024, the document showed. Hella

Saturnus will make an investment of EUR 69,8

million euro in machinery and equipment. The

centre will include a laboratory, logistics and pro-

duction facilities, as well as a high rack ware-

house. Its purpose will be to diversify the com-

pany’s electronic components manufacturing ac-

tivities.

Hella Saturnus manufactures auxiliary lamps,

sports car lighting equipment and single-function

lamps. French automotive supplier Faurecia ac-

quired an 80% stake in the capital of Hella Satur-

nus’ owner Hella in January.

Photo: Hexonic

Photo: Hella Saturnus Slovenija
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TIMTOS x TMTS 2022, the first co-branded

machine tool mega show in Taiwan, closed on

February 26 with huge success. The physical

exhibition was held in Taipei Nangang Exhibition

Halls 1 and 2 over six consecutive days while the

online exhibition remained open until March 21.

Organizers Taiwan External Trade Development

Council (TAITRA), Taiwan Association of Ma-

chinery Industry (TAMI) and Taiwan Machine

Tool & Accessory Builders� Association (TMBA)

informed that the show had attracted more than

40 000 online and offline visitors at home and

abroad. Notably, the online exhibition reached

visitors from more than 20 countries/regions.

Featuring 950 exhibitors in 5100 booths, TIM-

TOS x TMTS was not only the largest trade show

held in Taiwan since the outbreak of the pan-

demic but also the world�s first machine tool

mega show in 2022. In response to border con-

trols, the show included an array of online servic-

es for international visitors and media, including

�On-site Guide for Online Visitors�, �Sourcing Tai-

wan Machinery�, �On-site Guide for Media Tour�,

�Live Tour @ Showground�, �Media Eye on TIM-

TOS x TMTS�, �Podcast Live�, and TIMTOS x

TMTS Online.�Live Tour @ Showground�, �Me-

dia Eye on TIMTOS x TMTS� and �Podcast Live�

delivered daily live updates from the exhibition

floor. The videos and podcast episodes have en-

joyed over 25 000 views and listens. Further-

more, major attendees such as Mighty USA,

EMIL Macchine, Faustino Pittori SRL, Hommel

GmbH and Siemens Turkey, were guided to the

showground and made real-time connections

with selected exhibitors during 500 online ses-

sions. Processing machines, multi-axis machin-

ing centers and laser cutting machines were

amongst the most sought after items for foreign

buyers.

Mr. Max Martinelli from Faustino Pittori in Italy

gave thanks to the organizers, TAITRA, for ar-

ranging the �On-site Guide� service and noted

that the video guided tour created a great oppor-

tunity for him to learn about the latest products

from important suppliers and discuss potential

cooperation in a timely manner. What impressed

Mr. Bo Jean from Mighty USA during the video

guided tour was the ability to get a 360-degree

view of each machine and converse with the ex-

hibitors at the same time. International media

was also deeply impressed by the strong R&D

capabilities of Taiwan�s machine tool manufac-

950 exhibitors demonstrated
technological innovation
at TIMTOS x TMTS 2022

turers. In addition, the �On-site Guide for Media

Tour� proved to be very helpful for facilitating re-

mote interviews during the pandemic.

The machine tool industry is aware of the lat-

est development of future trends and accelerates

digital transformation and upgrades. New mod-

els and solutions are aimed at emerging busi-

ness in sectors such as semiconductor industry,

green energy, electric vehicles, healthcare and

aerospace. This year�s TIMTOS x TMTS wel-

comed a wide range of visitors from different in-

dustrial fields. Among the major domestic visi-

tors were TSMC, AIDC (Aerospace Industrial

Development Corporation), Formosa Heavy In-

dustries, Hon Hai Precision Industry, Chang

Gung Medical Technology, Nan Ya Plastics, and

CSMC (China Steel Machinery Corporation).

During the show plenty of business conversa-

tions, networking and deals took place. Many ex-

hibitors were delighted with the orders placed on-

site. KAO MING, one of the leading Taiwanese

vendors of hydraulic radial drills, sold out all of

the drills on display at their booth within the first

three days of the show. RONG FU, a leading

band saw provider, CASTEK, an expert in EDM

drilling machines, MYLAS, an outstanding lathe

maker, HEAKE, which is recognised for its 5-axis

mill, and SUN FIRM, a leader in flat bed lathes,

also received on-site orders.

The online exhibition for TIMTOS x TMTS

2022 kept on running until March 21. The most

popular exhibitors at TIMTOS x TMTS Online

featured HIWIN, VICTOR TAICHUNG, Hartford,

FANUC and SAN YUAN. Overall, exhibitors at

TIMTOS x TMTS showcased the very best solu-

tions they had developed over the last three

years, both on-site and online. TIMTOS is sched-

uled to return in March 2023.

Taiwan Machine Tool Industry
Awards celebrated technolog-
ical innovation

The 15th Taiwan Machine Tool Industry

Awards for Excellence in Research & Innovation

recognized the best products with outstanding

design and engineering for research and design

innovation across several categories: Machining

Center and Manufacturing Cell, CNC Lathe and

Manufacturing Cell, Other CNC Machine Tool

and Manufacturing Cell, Components for CNC

Machine Tools and Other NC Machine Tools.

For 2022, a total of 38 research innovations

were submitted from 36 manufacturers. The judg-

es strived to select the best products based on

their technology merits that also meet the theme

of Intelligent Technological Innovation. Among the

recognized honorees, the Supreme Excellence

award is given to the highest-rated product in All

CNC Machine Tools category. This year, one spe-

cial prize and three excellent work awards were
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selected from all entries to recognize the team of

this year�s intelligent machine tool or parts re-

search and development innovation.

�The past two years have been a challenge

like no other for everyone in the world. We have

seen the strain firsthand on our health systems,

our schools, our businesses, large and small. But

in this time of uncertainty, technology has been a

stabilizing, unifying force. The pandemic has

sparked astounding innovations in the machine

tool technology. There has been an improvement

in the research and development level of the core

technologies in the industry this year. The judg-

es found the entries more defined; and the total

number of submissions in the Components for

CNC Machine Tools significantly went up, and

many have intelligent functions, which is an im-

provement�, said organizers TAITRA.

The award ceremony was attended by Pa-Hsi

Ko, Chairman of Taiwan Machine Tool Founda-

tion, Leonor F. M. Lin, President and CEO of TAI-

TRA, Larry T. W. Wei, Chairman of TAMI, Habor

Hsu, Chairman of TMBA, Chih-Ching Yang, Dep-

uty Director General of Industrial Development

Bureau, Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA),

and Guann-Jyh Lee, Deputy Director General,

Bureau of Foreign Trade, Ministry of Economic

Affairs (MOEA).

Chairman Pa-Hsi Ko, Taiwan Machine Tool

Foundation, said, �The core value of a company

is R&D, and to win an award requires the com-

pany�s competence. Taiwan is moving towards

becoming a global high-end production center.

Even semiconductor production relies on ma-

chine tools. As to net-zero, machine industry can

do more and will contribute more.� Chairman Pa-

Hsi thanked all engineers working on R&D and

bosses who support R&D. �Your contribution

makes Taiwan even better,� he added.

Leonor F. M. Lin, President and CEO of TAI-

TRA expressed her happiness to see the show

kicked off and the first hybrid machine tool trade-

show in the world during this pandemic. �As of

today, about 300 online procurement meetings

were completed,� she disclosed. Leonor F. M.

Lin projected 700 online procurement meetings

will be the final number. She ended her speech

by showing her gratitude to all the innovative con-

tributions submitted by the companies in R&D

and for keeping Taiwan an important part of the

world.

Chairman Larry T. W. Wei of TAMI was in awe

by the meticulousness and brilliance of the prod-

ucts at the show. �We can clearly see the dili-

gence and hard work all the companies went

through in order to deliver the best product. The

judges had a difficult time shortlisting the win-

ners.�

On another note, Chairman Habor Hsu of

TMBA believes the TIMTOS x TMTS joint mega

show acknowledges the contributions of Tai-

wan�s machine tool industry not just locally but

the whole world. �The last two years have just

been unprecedented. Any which way you look at

it, the constraints that have been put on the

broader society and the economy have been

enormous because of the pandemic. But at the

same time, the judges were quite stunned by the

level of research and development activities all

companies who joined shared, despite of all

these constraints. And we have the digital tech-

nology and platforms to thank for.�

The Supreme Excellence Award went to Yeo-

ng Chin Machinery Industries for its UV650-Flex-

Cell Intelligent Multi-Axis Flexible Manufacturing

Cell which provides excellent cutting perfor-

mance and high accuracy for simultaneous 5-

axis applications with just one setup. Designed

to reduce part handling, setup, and overall lead-

time, while improving part quality, precision, and

surface finish of complex shapes and contours

required for multiple industries such as job shop,

medical, aerospace, and die & mold.

Ching Hung Machinery & Electric Industrial

was the winner of the Grand Champion Award in

the Machining Center and Manufacturing Cell

category. The company impressed with its

CHMER HM1080L high speed milling machine,

designed with a full-moving column structure that

will not be affected by workpiece weight. There-

fore no machine adjustment will be needed for

different workpiece weight during processing.

Working hours for operators to calibrate the ma-

chine are then reduced and thus finished prod-

uct accuracy is increased.

Ching Hung Machinery & Electric Industrial

also won the Grand Champion Award in the Oth-

er CNC Machine Tool and Manufacturing Cell

category for the company�s PL6880 high preci-

sion linear drive laser cutting machine. Equipped

with self-developed patent high thrust linear mo-

tor, PL6880 generates zero contact friction and

backlash that would come from a ballscrew drive

to affect working accuracy. The linear motor drive

is a permanent guarantee for no backlash and

common wear and therefore provides advantag-

es like high accuracy, high efficiency, high stabil-

ity and longevity, notes the manufacturer.

In the Components for CNC Machine Tool

and Other NC Machine Tools the Grand Cham-

pion Award went to HIWIN Technologies for its

i4.0BS (intelligent 4.0 ballscrew) which can be

used in machine tools and other industrial ma-

chinery, the semiconductor industry, automation,

etc. The function of i4.0BS stabilizes the machin-

ing quality and saves 30% productivity losses,

while the smart lubrication saves between 40%

to 70% in oil consumption, claims the manufac-

turer. HIWIN i4.0BS supports IoT applications,

allowing multiple users to monitor the status of

the machine on a webpage through their mobile

device. Moreover, it shows the priority of ma-

chines according to critical condition, thus help-

ing the user to arrange the maintenance sched-

ule. HIWIN i4.0BS is also designed to be eco-

friendly � all of its parts are in compliance with

RoHS. HIWIN i4.0BS won the international inno-

vation award in 2018 and the Taiwan Excellence

Silver Award in 2021.

Intelligent Machining Techno-
logy Seminar

Looking for the best solution to new tooling

requirements can be an overwhelming task, in-

cluding analyzing current tooling glitches. This

year, TIMTOS x TMTS 2022 went a stage fur-

ther and featured a Tool and Intelligent Machin-

ing Technology Seminar, sponsored by Taiwan

Cutting-tool Engineering Association (TACEA).

Manufacturing industries are continually over-

stretched by market demands to manufacture

low-cost, high-quality products. Market demands

tend to be multifaceted and full of variations, es-

pecially in fast-paced industrial settings. To cope

with the expanding market demands, traditional

manufacturing techniques are forced to develop

and adapt advanced practices and methods.

However, as developments in manufacturing

technology rise, so does the prerequisite to im-
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plement them in an effective and cost-saving

manner.

The outcome of this pressing need is a com-

bination of traditional manufacturing tools and

modern technologies, hardware, or software that

transforms traditional manufacturing into intelli-

gent manufacturing. Intelligent machining sys-

tems are complex systems in which optimization

methodologies are combined with sensor-based

control systems. Such intelligent and optimized

systems can produce high-quality products at

fast production rates and lower cost.

Dr. Chiu Song-Mao of Metal Industries Re-

search & Development Center (MIRDC) had

been selected to offer valuable insights into the

latest developments across multi-alloy coatings

and cutting tools and to provide intuitive market

intelligence to the people who attended the sem-

inar and visited this year�s first co-branded ma-

chine tool mega show in Taiwan.

Discussing the �Development of multi-alloy

coating and cutting tools�, Dr. Chiu said, �Aside

from pursuing better performance and price, the

market is now asking for eco-friendly options. The

production value of cutting tools is TWD 7,3 bil-

lion, while machine tools are at TWD 117,6 billion.

The aerospace, PCB and IC industries are the

major application industries for cuttings tools, and

are also a contributor to Taiwan�s economic

growth. Thanks to the financial support from the

Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA), Dr. Chiu

disclosed that they were able to gather experts

from various industries, universities, and officials

to form Team Taiwan. The team aims to form a

platform to support interdisciplinary exchange

and cross-industry alliance.

According to Dr. Chiu, the biggest market for

metal cutting tools at present is North America.

But he sees a bright future for Asia Pacific in the

next five years. He explained that the driving

force comes from the automotive, aerospace,

defense and 5G.

Moreover, Dr. Chiu explained that physical va-

por deposition (PVD) coating material is going to

replace chemical vapor deposition (CVD), appli-

cation of multi-alloy materials � one may observe

these trends in the U.S., France, and Japan. Dr.

Chiu hopes to align academia and industry to

solve their problems in following these trends. The

team will also help customize products for domes-

tic companies to amplify their strength.

Photos: TAITRA
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The Republic of Albania is a coastal country

in South East Europe, bordering Montenegro

and Kosovo to the north, North Macedonia to the

east, Greece to the south, and the Adriatic and

Ionian Seas to the west. Its capital, Tirana, is the

largest city and the political and economic centre

of the country. The second largest city is the port

city of Durres. The country is predominantly

mountainous, with the more densely populated

lowland coastal region spanning the western part

of the country. Albania�s climate is typically Med-

iterranean with warm, dry summers and mild, wet

winters. Average rainfall varies seasonally and

across the country with about 95% of the annual

precipitation occurring in the winter season, pre-

dominantly in the North Albanian Alps, while the

southwestern part of the country commonly ex-

periences droughts in the summer. A World Bank

study, published in 2013, indicates that Albania

is one of South East Europe�s most vulnerable

countries to climate change. Changing weather

patterns have already resulted in increased tem-

peratures, decreased precipitation and more fre-

quent extreme events such as floods and

droughts.

Albania has a population of approximately 2,9

million. Tirana�s population of around 896 000

has doubled in the past three decades and

amounts to almost a third of the country�s popu-

lation. Durres accommodates about 10% of the

population. More than 98% of the population

aged 15 years and older is literate according to

the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization. In 2018, unemployment

rates stood at just over 12% and were highest

among young people (15 � 29 years; 23%).

Albania has made significant economic

progress during the past three decades, moving

from a low-income economy to a middle-income

country in Europe, with gross domestic product

(GDP) per capita increasing from its lowest point

of USD 200 in 1991 to USD 5268 in 2018, shows

data from the World Bank and the Organisation

for Economic Co-operation and Development.

The real annual GDP growth rate in 2018 was

4,15%, one of the highest in the South East Eu-

ropean region.

According to UN data, the structure of the Al-

banian economy has remained relatively un-

changed over the past decade, with the services

sector dominating, contributing to over half

(54,1%) of the country�s gross value added in

Renewable energy opportunities
in Albania

2019. The industrial and agricultural sectors con-

tributed 21,7% and 24,2%, respectively, in the

same year.

Albania is a net importer of goods and servic-

es, although exports continue to rise and support

economic growth. In 2018, Albania exported al-

most one-third (31,7%) of its GDP in goods and

services, World Bank data shows. However, en-

ergy imports place a considerable weight on eco-

nomic growth and the country�s trade deficit, spe-

cifically in the energy sector. A drought in 2017

exposed the electricity sector�s over-reliance on

hydropower and resulted in electricity imports

that cost the country USD 240 million and put

public utilities in the power sector into severe fi-

nancial difficulty. This expenditure reportedly

forced the government to revise its budget to fi-

nancially assist the imports and use emergency

loans for power imports.

According to a Renewables Readiness As-

sessment by the International Renewable Ener-

gy Agency (IRENA), strong and sustained eco-

nomic growth is a main component of the coun-

try�s sustainable economic and social develop-

ment agenda, and in nurturing this growth the

energy sector plays an increasingly critical role.

Establishing energy security, energy sector sus-

tainability and an ensured energy supply at cost-

competitive prices are some of the key challeng-

es for the country to address in the near term.

In comparison with neighbouring countries in

the South East Europe region, Albania�s energy

mix has one of the highest shares of renewable

energy. Ensuring a cost-competitive, secure en-

ergy supply in Albania can be achieved by fur-

ther increasing the renewable energy share and

diversifying the country�s electricity sector.

The diversification of the country�s electricity

sector is critical, as the current system is almost

entirely hydro-based and thus susceptible to cli-

matic variations. In recent years, the Albanian

government has taken commendable steps for

the promotion of non-hydro renewable energy

use.

Energy sector profile
Albania�s primary energy production is domi-

nated by fossil fuels � mainly crude oil � whose

share has ranged between 46% and 68% over

the last five years. Hydropower is the second

largest contributor, with a share ranging from

20% to almost 40%, depending on annual rain-

fall. This vulnerability to climatic externalities for

electricity production creates notable fluctuations

in domestic energy production. For example, for

the last five-year period, the lowest primary en-

ergy production was recorded in 2017, which

was a particularly drought-stricken year, where-

as the highest primary energy production was

recorded in 2015 � a year of considerable rain-

fall. Other domestic energy sources for primary

energy production include biomass (including

wastes, residues, non-food cellulosic material,

and lignocellulosic material), lignite and natural

gas.

Because domestic energy production is not
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able to meet demand, Albania is on average a

net energy importer. In 2018, Albania�s total pri-

mary energy supply (TPES) amounted to 2131

kilotonnes of oil equivalent (ktoe). It remains pre-

dominantly fossil fuel based (68% composed of

natural gas, oil and lignite), followed by electricity

(24%), which is both produced from hydropower

domestically and imported. Biomass and other

energy sources (such as solar thermal) account

for 8% of the TPES.

IRENA data shows that Albania�s electricity

demand grew rapidly in 1995 � 2000. This was

due to demographic, economic and social trends,

including rural-to-urban migration, increased use

of electricity for space heating and cooling, and

rising living standards.

To meet the growing electricity demand, the

country has increased its installed electric capac-

ity over the past decade from 1455 megawatts

(MW) in 2007 to 2204 MW in 2018. The majority

of the installed capacity (1448 MW) is owned by

the Albanian Power Corporation (KESH), while

private producers account for about a third of the

installed capacity (755 MW).

As stated before, the Albanian power system

is dominated by hydropower, representing 95%

of the country�s installed capacity with a total of

2096 MW installed. The installed hydropower ca-

pacity comprises mainly large hydropower instal-

lations (i.e., above 10 MW in size) amounting to

1904 MW, while small hydropower installations

amount to 192 MW. The Drin River in northern

Albania is the largest river in the country. It hosts

three of the largest hydropower stations owned

by KESH: Fierze (500 MW), Komani (600 MW)

and Vau I Dejes (250 MW), which are also re-

ferred to as the Drin River cascade.

The country has a 98 MW fossil-fuel thermal

power plant representing 4% of the total installed

capacity that has not been put into use since its

construction in 2011 due to a failure in its cooling

system. In January 2019, the Ministry of Infra-

structure and Energy (MIE) issued a tender for a

public-private partnership (PPP) for a concession

contract to revive the power plant, potentially

converting it to a natural gas-fuelled plant to be

supplied with gas from the planned Trans Adriat-

ic Pipeline. The remaining 1% (10 MW) of in-

stalled capacity in 2018 comprised small-scale

(i.e., each less than 2 MW) solar photovoltaic

(PV) plants.

Albania�s domestic electricity production has

fluctuated in recent years due to the electricity

sector�s over-reliance on hydropower and annu-

al precipitation. Despite the steady capacity ad-

ditions over the years, domestic electricity pro-

duction during the drought of 2017 fell to 63%

(4,5 terawatt hours [TWh]) of the previous year�s

production (7,1 TWh).

This forced the country to net import 39,2% of

its electricity consumption in 2017 to meet de-

mand. This signals the power sector�s extreme

vulnerability to climatic changes and the urgent

need to diversify away from hydropower to en-

sure energy supply security. The electricity sys-

tem in Albania is also suffering from high losses.

Although the country has taken measures to

gradually reduce these losses over the past few

years, they accounted for around 21,7% of the

total electricity consumption in 2019.

Comparison of the net monthly domestic elec-

tricity production in 2018 to the average values

for the same months over the ten-year period

from 2007 to 2017 shows that the difference be-

tween the months of lowest and highest electric-

ity production, which in 2018 was three times the

average difference of the ten years prior, is nota-

ble.

This indicates increased seasonal variations

of electricity production. Also notable is that, de-

spite the additions in installed capacities, net do-

mestic electricity production in October, Novem-

ber and December 2018 was below the ten-year

average.

This signals increasingly drier months of the

last annual quarter and, despite additional hy-

dropower capacities, an increasing inability to

meet electricity demand in the second half of the

year.

When monthly electricity consumption profiles

in 2018 are compared with the ten-year average,

peak consumption months tend to be during the

hottest and coldest months of the year due to

electricity demand for space cooling and heat-

ing, respectively. In 2018, compared to the ten-

year average, higher electricity demand is evi-

dent in the summer months, particularly in July

and August, largely due space cooling. This is

further compounded by the fact that electricity

production decreases significantly from June on-

wards and is unable to meet domestic demand

in the second half of the year. Thus, partially off-

setting electricity demand for heating and cool-

ing would allow for domestic production to better

meet demand from June to December.

Hydropower
Hydropower dominates Albania�s electricity

sector with 2096 MW of installed capacity at the

end of 2018, representing 95% of total installed

power generation capacity. The River Drin alone

generates about 90% of Albania�s domestic elec-

tricity supply. Of the total installed hydro capaci-

ty, large hydro power plants (more than 10 MW)

account for 1904 MW, while small hydro power

plants (less than 10 MW) account for 192 MW.

As of 2018, the total installed capacity of hydro-

power amounted to just under half (47%) of esti-

mated hydro potential capacity. According to the

National Agency of Natural Resources� (AKBN)

estimates, total hydro potential capacity is esti-

mated at 4500 MW, with an estimated annual

output potential of up to 18 TWh.

However, climate change is already having an

adverse effect on hydropower production, which

is likely to continue in the future. By 2050, annual

average electricity output from Albania�s large

HPPs could decrease by about 15% and from

small HPPs by around 20% compared to 2010

levels. IRENA�s 2020 study for the South East

Europe region, Renewable energy prospects for

Central and South-Eastern Europe energy con-

nectivity (CESEC), estimates that in fulfilling an

overall 48% renewable energy share of the gross

final energy consumption, the total installed ca-

pacity of hydro by 2030 is targeted at 2150 MW.

In other words, no further hydropower capac-

ities are proposed by 2030 in addition to existing

plans. However, by the end of 2018, a total of

185 concession contracts were signed for the

construction of 525 small HPPs nationwide. Of

these, 165 are in production, 316 are under con-

struction and the rest are obtaining the neces-

sary permits. By the end of 2020, 184 MW of hy-

dropower capacity was added with the commis-

sioning of the newly constructed Moglica HPP.

This is the largest independent power producer

plant in Albania.
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Solar power
IRENA�s Renewables Readiness Assess-

ment of Albania states that at the end of 2018,

10 MW of solar PV was connected to the grid

(EnC, 2019). According to the MIE, since the in-

troduction of the solar FiT support scheme, 88

applications for the construction of solar PV

plants of up to 2 MW have been received, and

12 of the applications have been authorised for

construction, which amount to a total capacity of

24 MW.

Following the first auction for solar PV, in No-

vember 2018, 50 MW of solar PV was approved

for construction under a Contract for Difference

(CfD) support scheme. An additional 50 MW will

be built by the same developer without a support

measure. However, the power purchase agree-

ment (PPA) for this project has not been signed.

Following another auction round in January

2020, a further 140 MW of solar will be built in

Karavasta, near the city of Fier, of which 70 MW

will be supported through a PPA with the off-tak-

er at EUR 24,89/MWh (USD 29,37/MWh), while

the rest will be sold at market price. Subsequent-

ly, the PPA for this project was signed in Novem-

ber 2020.

The latest auction bidding round was

launched at the end of 2020 for the construction

of a 100 MW solar PV plant in Durres with a price

ceiling of EUR 55/MWh (USD 64,9/MWh). Esti-

mated solar thermal installations in Albania

amounted to 176 000 square metres of solar wa-

ter heating capacity, which is equivalent to

123 MW of nominal thermal capacity, by the end

of 2015. Of this installed capacity, 90% are flat-

plate collector systems, while 10% are evacuat-

ed tube collectors.

As stated in IRENA�s Renewables Readiness

Assessment of Albania, the country has out-

standing solar insolation within most of its territo-

ry at more than 1500 kWh/m2 annually, with

highs of 1753 kWh/m2 annually, particularly in the

western part of the country. The country has

some of Europe�s highest number of sunshine

hours per year, presenting significant potential

for development of solar PV for power genera-

tion and solar thermal for heating purposes. On

average, the country enjoys 220 sunshine days,

or 2700 hours of sunshine per year.

According to IRENA�s study on the cost-com-

petitive renewable energy potential in South East

Europe, Albania�s technical potential for the de-

ployment of solar PV is estimated at 2378 MW,

with production of 3706 GWh annually. IRENA�s

CESEC study proposes in its REmap scenario a

solar PV installed capacity of 1074 MW by 2030,

with annual generation potential of 1697 GWh.

With regard to solar thermal, a study under-

taken by the United Nations Development Pro-

gramme (UNDP)/Global Environmental Facility

(GEF) Solar Water Heating (SWH) project esti-

mated that the potential for installing SWH sys-

tems in public buildings alone amounts to

200 000 m2 of collector area. Such installations

would collectively correspond to some 100 GWh

of electricity savings per year, which would oth-

erwise have been used for the buildings� various

sanitary hot water needs. SWH systems have

immense potential to alleviate increased electric-

ity demand for water heating, especially in the

peak summer months.

Wind power
IRENA�s Renewables Readiness Assess-

ment of Albania states that the country currently

has no installed wind power plants. However,

according to the MIE, since the introduction of

the wind FiT support scheme, 70 applications for

the construction of wind plants up to 3 MW have

been received. Of these, three have been autho-

rised for construction with a total capacity of

9 MW which qualify for FiT support. At the end of

2020, a 150 MW wind tender was launched, re-

stricted to projects with a minimum capacity of

30 MW and a maximum capacity of 75 MW.

Each successful bidder will sign a 15-year PPA

for the sale of 100% of electricity generated

through the CfD support mechanism.

Annual average wind speeds in Albania range

between 3,3 metres per second (m/s) and 9,6 m/

s. The most suitable areas for wind power pro-

duction, with capacity factors typically varying

from 22% to 25%, have annual average values

ranging between 5,8 m/s and 7 m/s. According

to IRENA�s estimates, Albania has a cost-com-

petitive wind potential of up to 7400 MW under

the low-cost capital scenario. IRENA�s CESEC

study proposes in its REmap scenario a wind in-

stalled capacity of 616 MW by 2030, with an an-

nual generation potential of up to 1794 GWh.

According to IRENA�s assessments, the highest

potential zones for wind power development are

in the south and north of the country.

Geothermal energy
Albania is in the very early stages of geother-

mal assessment. However, similar to other South

East European countries, low-enthalpy geother-

mal energy resources are available in Albania.

Maximum temperatures of up to 80°C can be

found in the south of the country bordering

Greece and in the northeast. The majority of Al-

bania�s geothermal resources are located in the

Kruja Geothermal Area, which extends from the

Adriatic Sea in the north of Albania and runs in a

southeastern direction through the country to-

wards the Konitza area in Greece. Within this
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zone in carbonate reservoirs lies an estimated

geothermal energy potential of 5,9x108 �

5,1x109 gigajoules. Due to the low-enthalpy re-

source, geothermal potential for power produc-

tion is not likely and would mostly be exploited in

heating applications.

Biomass energy
Albania�s biomass use is largely firewood uti-

lised for various heating applications. For the pro-

duction of biofuels, Albania has an operating

plant that has total capacity to produce 100 kilo-

tonnes (approximately 112 million litres) of biofu-

els annually. According to some estimates, this

plant can produce close to the 10% biofuel blend-

ing targets by volume if operated at full capacity.

However, this plant operates at 10 � 15% of full

capacity on average.

According to IRENA�s CESEC study, biogas

and biomass power production could reach

86 MW (495 GWh annually) by 2030, while liquid

biofuels are estimated to be able to meet 8% (4

petajoules) of the transport fuel demands by 2030.

Critical actions to scale-up re-
newables

For solar and wind resources in Albania, anal-

ysis of availability and economic potential is very

limited. This hinders policy development in set-

ting achievable targets. In particular, zoning for

solar PV and wind generation projects should be

prioritized, recommends IRENA. This entails the

identification of areas of high-quality resource

potential for power development, the exploitation

of which is environmentally sound and both tech-

nically and economically viable. AKBN, as the

institution tasked with gathering resource poten-

tial data, should therefore lead the development

of a renewable energy zoning study for solar and

wind, in co-operation with MIE and development

partners, using IRENA�s potential suitability anal-

ysis presented in the Renewables Readiness

Assessment as a basis.

Acording to IRENA a comprehensive energy

plan can support effective decision-making and

guide the sector�s development in a coherent

way, offering clarity and visibility for various en-

ergy stakeholders, including investors and devel-

opment partners. The planning department of

MIE, along with AKBN, are encouraged to take

the lead in developing a holistic least-cost mas-

ter plan for the energy sector to aggregate sub-

sectoral plans and assess the accompanying in-

frastructure needed to reach overall energy

goals. Specifically, this plan should guide when,

where and how investments in the energy sector

should be made.

The Albanian distribution network suffers from

overloading in high-demand centres, such as in

Tirana, posing serious obstacles to the injection

of distributed generation such as solar PV net-

metering systems, notes IRENA. The distribution

system operator, OSHEE, must immediately pri-

oritise the refurbishment of the distribution grid

around the main load centres of Tirana and

Durres; begin planning for an active grid that can

allow for bidirectional electricity flow to accom-

modate renewable energy prosumers; and ini-

tiate grid upgrades close to planned renewable

energy generation zones so that power can be

effectively evacuated to major demand centres.

Although Albania has made progressive ef-

forts to establish various support incentives for

the greater uptake of renewables, these could

be further strengthened, for example by reduc-

ing VAT to incentivise deployment. Whilst ex-

empted in some cases of imported solar PV ma-

chinery and equipment, in the domestic sale of

equipment � especially for systems below

500 kW � the full 20% VAT is applied. VAT re-

ductions could therefore be applied on all ma-

chinery and equipment related to all renewable

energy technologies. Furthermore, the renew-

able energy financing obligation for those who

purchase directly from the transmission system

operator should be embedded into electricity

pricing for non-tariff consumers connected to the

transmission system (about 10 � 12% of con-

sumers).

According to IRENA Albania also requires a

dedicated renewable energy agency, with its own

funding stream unconstrained by treasury limita-

tions, to inform the coordinated development of

renewables in line with national and international

obligations. Based on an envisaged mandate

stipulated within the Renewable Energy Law,

such an agency could also keep an updated reg-

istry of renewable power producers and service

providers; collaborate for training, certification

and capacity building; track the energy balance

contributions of all energy stakeholders and draft

timely assessments; monitor the effectiveness

and implementation of energy sector master

plans; carry out resource potential analyses and

pre-feasibility studies for renewable energy re-

source development; and provide transparent in-

formation on renewable energy data, incentives,

energy sector development plans and permitting

procedures for the public and private sectors.

Other actions that IRENA recommends include

developing a strategy for a greener transport sec-

tor, developing a heat bylaw, facilitating financing

of bankable project proposals, raising public

awareness of the benefits of renewable energy,

enhancing institutional capacities and local human

resources and strengthening communication and

co-operation among stakeholders.
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With most of all manufactured goods rely-

ing on chemicals, Europe�s chemical industry

is a crucial element of almost all value chains

and a vital part of Europe�s economy. During

the last two years marked by the pandemic

and the subsequent economic crisis, the sec-

tor proved in practice its strategic role for Eu-

rope producing the necessary healthcare ma-

terials and equipment. Tomorrow�s world will

become even more so a world created by

chemistry, as many future climate-neutral and

circular solutions rely on chemistry, from wind

turbines to electric vehicles. Consequently, the

European Commission has recognised the

chemical industry for its �indispensable� role

to help society achieve the new European

Green Deal objectives.

The European chemical industry has the am-

bition to become climate-neutral by 2050, and

the sector is uniquely positioned at the heart of

European manufacturing to contribute to realiz-

ing a climate-neutral society. At the same time,

the chemical industry must remain competitive

while undergoing a green and digital twin transi-

tion in order to become climate-neutral, circular

and digital, all while navigating the Chemicals

Strategy for Sustainability, which will not only af-

fect the sector economically for the years and

decades to come, but it will also create a signifi-

cant �ripple effect� across many value chains re-

lying on chemicals.

For this transition to be successful, a clear

pathway that includes concrete timelines, mile-

stones, and measures should be put forward by

EU policymakers in close collaboration with In-

dustry. This transition pathway for the chemical

industry should ensure the availability of compet-

itively priced renewable and low-carbon energy,

promote innovation and the deployment of break-

through technologies, support the development

of relevant infrastructure and facilitate access to

public and private finance.

Country profile
Romania�s most valuable exported products

are automotive parts and accessories (9% of to-

tal) followed by cars (7,1%), insulated wire or ca-

ble (5,3%), refined petroleum oils (3,2%), electri-

cal or optical circuit boards and panels (also

3,2%), seats and chairs (2,4%), new rubber tires

(2,2%), corn (1,8%), wheat (1,7%) and mobile

phones (1,6%). Romania imports mostly machin-

ery and equipment, other manufactured goods,

chemicals, agricultural products and foodstuffs,

Romania’s chemical industry

fuels and minerals, metals and metal products,

raw materials, textiles and textile articles.

Until 1990, the chemical industry of Roma-

nia was one of the largest in Eastern Europe as

the country enjoys substantial natural reserves,

namely salt, sulphur, potassium, oil and meth-

ane gas. During the communist regime, this in-

dustry engaged significant material and human

resources. 72 factories and combined plants

which had the role of processing raw materials

at national level were built. A high-performance

education system was organized for the train-

ing of human resources with 12 vocational

schools and 23 high schools, 17 faculties and

10 research and design institutes.

The peak of this industry was in 1980. Bucha-

rest held 14,6% of chemical production, followed

by Arges, where the petrochemical department

of Arpechim Refinery accounted for about 8% of

national chemical production, and Prahova,

where the presence of refineries led the county

at a rate of 7,2%. Bacau followed, producing

mainly through the Borzesti Petrochemical Plant

and Amurco Plant, with a share of 6,7%, Valcea,

through Oltchim, had 6,5%, and Brasov County

had a share of 6,1%.

In the beginning of 1990, the Romanian

chemical industry produced goods worth

RON 469 billion, i.e. about EUR 3 billion. The

average annual growth rate was 14,9%. Be-

tween 1960 and 1989, the number of chemical

enterprises rose from 57 to 89, and the average

number of employees increased from 45 900 in

1960 to 207 000 in 1989. Production in the chem-

ical industry increased 221 times in 1989 com-

pared to 1960.

A percentage of the Romanian chemical indus-

try was destroyed after 1989. Starting with 1990,

Romania transitioned from a centralized econo-

my, built on the excessive domination of the state

property through specific regulations and institu-

tions, to an economy based on the mechanisms

and the institutions of the free market, which is

more and more globalized. Therefore, the produc-

tion of synthetic rubber, synthetic fiber, polysty-

rene, polyethylene, and pesticide, and the local

market became dependent on imports.

According to the Romanian National Institute

of Statistics, Romanian exports in 2017 had a

value of EUR 2,76 billion, while imports had a

value of EUR 10 billion, generating a difference

of EUR 7,2 billion. The total trade deficit was over

13 billion, with more than a half of the deficit rep-

resented by the chemical industry. The reduc-

tion of the production capacity and the competi-

tiveness issues led to the appearance of a nega-

tive balance in 2007, the equivalent of 56% from

the total trade deficit or almost 4% from the Ro-

manian GDP. Eurostat data shows that Roma-

nia registered an annual growing rhythm of 4,6%

for the chemicals import from non-EU sources,

for the period 2007 � 2017, and classifies the

last as increase percentage of the exports for the

same period and on the same relation (only 2%).

Without improving the situation regarding the

loss of competitiveness compared to the EU and

non-EU countries, it will be very difficult to re-

verse the negative trend.
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Major chemical companies
The Nitrogenous Fertilizers Works Targu-

Mures � now Azomures SA was founded in 1962

as an enterprise with a profile of manufacturing

nitrogenous fertilizers having 3 producing plants

(ammonia, nitric acid and ammonium nitrate) and

5 auxiliary units for providing the plants with cool-

ing water, demineralized water, steam, electric

power, tools and spares. After 1990, Azomures

went through several periods of restructuring. In

the late 90�s privatization took place and as of

2012 Azomures is transferred in property to

Ameropa. The company�s shares are registered

in Bucharest Stock Exchange since January

1996. Azomures SA is delisted since December

7, 2012

Oltchim is a major producer in the chemical

industry in Central and Eastern Europe. Over

time, the company has proven technological flex-

ibility and ability, backed by over 45 years of re-

search and innovation, to provide competitive

products. Oltchim was founded in 1966 as the

Chemical Works and since 1990 the company

has operated as a joint stock company in accor-

dance with Government Decision 1213/1990, by

incorporating the entire patrimony of the former

Chemical Works. Oltchim became a public com-

pany in 1997 by listing on the Bucharest Stock

Exchange.

Some of the benefits of Oltchim�s location in-

clude: existence of multiple mineral resources in

the area � salt, limestone, oil and gas, coal; there

is an important source of water, the Olt River at a

distance of 0,7 km; close sources to supply eth-

ylene and propylene, the main raw materials for

Oltchim�s products, through two underground

pipelines, 60 km in length each; easy access to

road transport routes and railways � direct con-

nection to ports on the Danube and the Black

Sea.

Romgaz is the largest natural gas producer

and the main supplier in Romania. It is a joint

stock company whose majority shareholder is

the Romanian State owning a 70% stake. The

company is listed on Bucharest Stock Exchange

and global depositary receipts are transacted on

London Stock Exchange.

Romgaz has vast experience in the field of

gas exploration and production and a history that

began in 1909 with the discovery of the first com-

mercial gas reservoir in the Transylvanian Basin

by drilling well Sarmasel. The company under-

takes geological exploration in order to discover

new gas reserves, produces methane by exploit-

ing the reservoirs included in the company port-

folio, stores natural gas in the underground de-

posits, interventions, workover and special oper-

ations on wells and technological transport. Start-

ing with 2013, Romgaz extended its scope of

work by taking over the Iernut thermoelectric

power station, and thus it also became an elec-

tric power supplier.

The company dwells on the implementation

of the latest technology in geologic exploration,

gas production and underground storage, fi-

nanced from its own or external sources. Its eco-

nomic and financial position is characterized by

the profit constancy and solvency. Thus, Rom-

gaz is one of the state-owned companies that

have fulfilled all the conditions for economic rise,

turning into one of the most important compa-

nies in Romania.

Chimcomplex produces and markets inorgan-

ic and organic chemicals. In addition to chloroso-

dium products, it also produces a wide range of

other chemicals. The products manufactured by

Chimcomplex are used daily to produce thou-

sands of other safer and more durable products:

from polyurethane shoe soles and car seat foam

to PVC prosthetic limbs, titanium aircraft wings,

and batteries for hybrid cars. Its products are

used in several fields, including the automotive,

furniture, plastics, textiles, sugar, metallurgical,

pharmaceutical industries, in the production of

bleaching agents, soaps, detergents or road de-

frosting substances, in refining petroleum prod-

ucts, manufacturing cellulose, purifying free fatty

acids in the oil industry, in water treatment facili-

ties, thermal insulation, etc.

The company has been recycling chemicals

for many years now. In 2020 alone, it recycled

over 1000 tons of hydrochloric acid. Chimcom-
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SEE NEWS
Senstar opens software
development branch in

Romania

Senstar, specialised in video management

solutions and perimeter intrusion detection sys-

tems (PIDS), has opened a software develop-

ment branch in Timisoara, Romania. A team of

highly skilled developers and quality assurance

specialists will focus on advancing Senstar’s

software solution portfolio, the company an-

nounced.

„The addition of new talent and perspectives

in Europe will help strengthen the Senstar Sym-

phony Common Operating Platform with Sen-

sor Fusion Engine roadmap and expand the

market for our premier software platform,“ said

Director of Software Development Bogdan

Moldovean. „Romania offers a large pool of

technical talent with a reputation for high-quali-

ty software development services. Having a de-

velopment center in the EMEA region will allow

us to holistically address our customers’ unique

needs and subsequently develop related prod-

ucts and solutions.“

The Senstar Symphony Common Operating

Platform is a modular solution for security man-

agement and data intelligence.

European Commission invests
EUR 3,2 billion in Western

Balkans

The European Commission has unveiled a

substantial EUR 3,2 billion investment package

to support 21 transport, digital, climate and ener-

gy connectivity projects in the Western Balkans.

This is the first major package of projects under

the EU’s ambitious Economic and Investment

Plan for the Western Balkans, which the Com-

mission adopted in October 2020. The projects

are designed to bring tangible benefits to all six

partners in the region.

Over the next years, the Economic and In-

vestment Plan is set to mobilise up to EUR 30

billion of investments, as a combination of grants,

preferential loans and guarantees. The Plan will

help close the development gap between the

European Union and the region and support the

post-pandemic economic recovery. The Plan will

also help to deliver the broader EU Global Gate-

way strategy, launched in December 2021.
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plex continues its investments in new technolo-

gies that will increase the C02 mass that it will

capture and reprocess into 12 finished products,

from 6 manufacturing lines. Innovation projects

and the flexibility of the development teams are

the company�s strengths, this is why its products

are exported and used in over 43 countries in

Europe, Asia and Africa.

The company captures and reprocesses over

50 000 tons of C02 year after year. Chimcomplex

absorbs CO2 emitted by other industries and

uses it in chemical processes alongside hydro-

gen.

In 1991, Conpet SA was registered in the

Commercial Register Prahova as a joint stock

company whose main shareholder is the Ro-

manian state. The Company is active in the

pipeline transportation of crude oil and its deriv-

atives, including gasoline, condensate and liq-

uid ethane, to refineries in Romania and other

clients. The Company operates a network of

approximately 3800 kilometers of pipes, under

a concession agreement signed with the Ro-

manian National Agency for Mineral Resourc-

es. The system, operated by Concept SA, in-

cludes pumping stations, loading and unload-

ing platforms, and storage facilities. The main

shareholder of the company is the Romanian

Ministry of Energy, Small and Medium Enter-

prises, and Business Environment. Conpet SA

has 1540 employees and generates USD 98,74

million in sales. There are 27 companies in the

Conpet SA corporate family.

SC Oil Terminal is one of the oldest Roma-

nian companies in the oil industry. It was found-

ed in 1898, part of the most modern refinery in

Europe at that time, Steaua Romana. Over

time, the company had various names and in

1990, based on law 31/1990, by Romanian

Government Decision no. 1200/12.11.1990 SC

Oil Terminal SA Constanta was founded, a joint

stock company with majority state capital.

Benefits of the company include: high capaci-

ty terminal at the Black Sea; direct access to road

and rail roads; three large warehouses equipped

with tanks with a total storage capacity of

1 700 000 m3; loading/unloading capacities of

petroleum and chemical products at the railway

ramps with a total length of 30 km; transport pipe-

lines for loading/unloading petroleum and chem-

ical products. SC Oil Terminal SA Constanta has

944 employees and generates USD 46,55 mil-

lion in sales. There are 15 companies in the Oil

terminal SA corporate family.

Positive outlook
Romania registered the second highest an-

nual growth rate of imports of chemicals from

non-EU sources for the period 2007 � 2017.The

increase in imports was 13,1% per year, imme-

diately after Ireland. In contrast, during the same

period, exports grew at an annual rate of only

2%. This percentage placed Romania in the last

place in the EU in terms of the evolution of chem-

ical exports to countries outside the European

Union.

Starting in 2017, companies interested in in-

vesting in the chemical and petrochemical sector

in Romania reappeared. The prospect of exploit-

ing the Black Sea gas opened up new opportuni-

ties for the chemical sector as well.

Data, published in 2018 by Eurostat, showed

that Romania�s imports of chemicals from non-

EU countries were growing, while exports were

advancing at a much slower pace. In 2018,

Oltchim began restructuration, its assets were

acquired by Chimcomplex Borzesti. In May 2019,

the company announced that it had become the

largest exporter in Romania, following the acqui-

sitions from Oltchim. The acquisition of Oltchim�s

functional assets was determined by the need to

relaunch the country�s chemical industry by cap-
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SEE NEWS
Continental Romania to invest

EUR 150 million 2022

The Romanian branch of German automotive

parts supplier Continental announced it invested

EUR 150 million in 2021 and intends to invest a

similar amount this year. The company plans to

invest in projects for expansion of its buildings

and in new equipment for its engineering cen-

ters as well as in its tire, electronic components

and ContiTech factories in 2022.

At the end of 2021, Continental employed

over 17 500 people in its engineering centres

and production facilities in Romania, compared

to 20 100 at the end of 2020. The difference is

due to the separation of the Powertrain division

from the Continental group in 2019. The division

was renamed to Vitesco Technologies.

Continental Romania has six production units

and four engineering centers - in Timisoara, Sibiu,

Carei, Nadab, Brasov and Iasi. The company also

has a tire distribution center in Bucharest.

Wacker Neuson starts
construction of factory

in Serbia

The Wacker Neuson Group is building a new

production facility for steel components at its Kra-

gujevac location in Serbia to drive the Group’s

growth plans and make its internal supply chain

more resilient, the company announced. The

project officially got underway at a groundbreak-

ing ceremony in late February. The Group plans

to expand its activities and create many new job

opportunities in Serbia, investing around EUR 23

million in 2022, followed by additional invest-

ments for subsequent construction phases.

Equipped with state-of-the-art production and au-

tomation technologies, the first construction

phase of the new plant is scheduled to go on

stream in October 2022 with a footprint of 20 000

square meters and an option to expand this by a

further 30 000 square meters.

„With this new manufacturing facility, we will

not only be able to respond more efficiently to

the requirements of the global market, but also

create new jobs while leveraging state-of-the-art

production and automation technologies“, said

Felix Bietenbeck, COO and CTO of the Wacker

Neuson Group Executive Board.
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italizing on the material, financial and human re-

sources available in Romania, and to establish

the import/export balance of chemicals.

Two major companies operating in Romania

� Romgaz and OMV � have included invest-

ments into petrochemicals in their long-term

plans, in advance of an anticipated hike in natu-

ral gas production from 2020. Their plans, along

with Chimcomplex�s ambitions to create a local

chemicals giant, could lead to the revival of the

local petrochemicals industry.

The chemical industry as a whole is now en-

joying a better outlook again as natural gas pro-

duction is likely to soar after 2020 and investors

look more inclined to capture the opportunities.

Major Romanian natural gas producer Romgaz

has included petrochemicals among the new

markets envisaged in its 2018 � 2020 develop-

ment strategy, and OMV is considering develop-

ing a petrochemical unit at its Romanian refinery

Petrobrazi as well as set out in the group�s 2018

� 2025 Development Strategy, after shutting

down such a unit several years ago. Bucharest

is looking to develop gas transportation infra-

structure to deliver its Black Sea gas to other

markets, including the Bulgaria-Romania-Hunga-

ry-Austria pipeline.

Accordingly, Romania is likely to become

more active in retaining the gas in the country for

domestic processing, or redirecting the gas to-

ward other countries, namely Moldova and

Ukraine.

Fertilizer production, besides petrochemicals

and other segments of the chemical industry,

holds robust development potential. Romania,

which has a large agricultural sector, imported

EUR 10 billion (5,5% of GDP) worth of chemical

products in 2017. There is only one petrochemi-

cal unit in Romania, operated by KazMunay Gas

at Rompetrol Rafinare on the Black Sea coast.

According to Cefic, the European Chemical

Industry Council, strengths of Romania�s chem-

ical industry include: a strong petrochemical

base; abundant natural resources (raw materi-

als and energy); available processing capacity;

strategic location for production and distribu-

tion; long tradition of chemical production.

Among its weaknesses are: lack of innovation

and specialization; relatively small local players;

the industry is fragmented in many associa-

tions; low level of value added local processing

(export of raw materials and import of pro-

cessed goods); lack of integrated value chains;

lack of a national development concept; low lev-

el of preparedness for the requirements and

opportunities triggered by the European Green

Deal.

Cefic�s SWOT analysis of the Romanian

chemical industry defines the following oppor-

tunities: high demand for chemical products;

potential for cooperation with universities, re-

search institutes in the area of R&D and talent

development; exploring more markets outside

EU for export; creating larger and more influen-

tial associations; foreign direct investment (FDI)

potential; EU membership; market size and

growth potential; developing strategic programs

within the frame of the Green Deal; creating

synergies among the key players in the chemi-

cal Industry � including partnerships with relat-

ed associations; tightening relations with Cefic.

The identified threats include: high competition,

especially for smaller companies; inconsistent

public policies; the fact that the chemical sector

is not seen as an essential sector; ageing pop-

ulation; rising labor and energy costs, migration

of workforce abroad; vulnerability to external

shocks (imports, energy crisis, pandemics, po-

litical tactics); poor transport infrastructure; lack

of competence and capacity of Romanian au-

thorities to facilitate major investment pro-

grams.
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Metal Show & TIB remains the flagship Ro-

manian business platform for metalworking, in-

dustrial technology, and equipment, where in-

dustries converge each year to bring new trends,

innovations, and efficient business solutions to

the attention of specialists. The event will be held

between May 11 and 14 this year at Romexpo-

Bucharest Exhibition Center.

This year�s edition of Metal Show & TIB �

The Future of Technology comes with an inno-

vative concept that will answer the most impor-

tant questions of the moment: What are smart

factories?; To what extent do digitalization and

Industry 4.0 influence the productivity of a fac-

tory?; How do we interconnect devices to turn

the manufacturing process into a smart one?;

How do robots and cobots respond to the labor

shortages issue?

The main fields to be represented at Metal

Show & TIB 2022 will traditionally include: me-

chanical engineering and machine construction,

metal processing, automotive engineering, ener-

gy and environmental protection, electrical engi-

neering, electronics, automation, communica-

tions and industrial IT, chemistry and petrochem-

istry, naval and aeronautic industry, metallurgy

Metal Show & TIB 2022 to present the future
of technology

and welding, transport, handling and storage, re-

search, development and technological transfer,

etc.  Among the product groups to be showcased

are: bearings, cables, chemicals, CNC ma-

chines, coating machines, compressors, comput-

er equipment, computer peripherals, control sys-

tems, electrical components, electrical equip-

ment, forming machines, fuels, gears, grinding

machines, industrial robots, instrumentation,

lathes, machine tools, metals, metalworking ma-

chines, milling machines, presses, pumps, repair

equipment, sensors, shafts, software products,

The International Fair of Technics and Technical Achievements, which is

by far the oldest and the most prestigious technological specialized event in

Serbia, will take place in the period May 24 � 27 in Belgrade. First organized

back in 1937, it bears witness to history and is a cradle of development �

from where almost all major fairs have emerged. It has been a member of

the International Trade Union Institute (UFI, Paris) since 1957.

�The International Fair of Technics and Technical Achievements is an

impetus of economic development and as such it has a tremendous impact

on the future development of industry both at home and in the region. The

era of integrated industry has begun, manufacturing plants are being trans-

formed into modern smart factories, and technical solutions are implement-

ed for intelligent, digitally controlled energy systems, and more and more is

being invested in research and human capital. All that has been just a vision

until recently, today it is a reality and is finding its application in the factories

of the future, Industry 4.0�, notes organizer Belgrade Fair.

Belgrade Fair of Technics will highlight technologies for factories of the

future, machine tools, machining and accessories for metalworking and

metal forming, solutions for industrial automation, electronics and measur-

ing equipment, processing equipment, materials and components, semi-

finished and finished products for mechanical engineering, additive manu-

facturing and 3D systems, surface treatment technologies. Visitors will

also be able to get themselves acquainted with the latest in the fields of

lighting and LED technologies, thermal science engineering � HVAC&R

Belgrade Fair of Technics to be held at the
end of May

(pumps, boilers, drives, hydraulics, pneumatics, cooling technology and

air conditioning, renewable energy sources), water and gas treatment,

metallurgy and foundry engineering, industrial safety and security.

In 2019 The International Fair of Technics and Technical Achievements

attracted 17 449 visitors as 684 exhibitors from 31 countries presented their

innovative solutions on a net area of over 18 000 square metres. Top ten

exhibiting countries were Serbia, Germany, Austria, Italy, Slovenia, Czech

Republic, Croatia, Turkey, Slovakia and Japan.

storage systems, telecommunication systems,

transportation, welding systems, etc.

For 2 days, the Conference Hall � B3 Pavilion

(1st Floor) at Romexpo will be the best meeting

place for industry leaders and anyone interested

to find out more about the latest industry innova-

tions and trends, applications and testing solu-

tions, aimed at streamlining productivity. Every-

thing will be analyzed through case studies pre-

sented by representatives of the largest compa-

nies in the fields of robotics, metal 3D printing

and digital manufacturing.

Photo: Romexpo

Photo: Belgrade Fair
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Solar energy and technologies fair Solarex Istanbul is Turkey�s first and

only solar energy themed fair, which provides a chance for the country to

take important steps in the direction of being a production centre in the field

of solar energy. This year�s edition will take place between April 7 and 9 in

Istanbul Expo Center.

Being a commercial platform where the latest technologies in the world in

the field of solar energy and new products manufactured in Turkey are pre-

sented all together, Solarex has the characteristics of being an organization

in which the sector�s leading firms and representatives meet. The fact that

there is a fair focusing on that subject in Turkey � pointed out as one of the

most sunny countries � draws intense interest from various world brands

which are recognized globally and willing to make investments in Turkey.

The exhibition is visited mostly by representatives of the private sector,

politics, public institutions, academia and press, sales, marketing managers,

technical consultants, experts, engineers, senior managers, commercial buy-

ers from different sectors who want to realize projects, businessmen, inves-

tors, industrial purchasing managers and officials, agencies and distributors,

companies that want to get distributorship and dealership contracts, cham-

bers of commerce and sector institutions.

Exhibitor product groups encompass photovoltaics and thermal technol-

ogies. Visitors will have the opportunity to explore the latest developments

regarding PV cells, modules, inverters, measurement and control technolo-

gies, chargers, batteries, cables, connectors, junction boxes, solar tracking

systems, building integrated solutions (BIPV), energy storage systems, so-

lar lighting, as well as absorbers, coatings, collectors, expansion tanks, heat

Solarex Istanbul to showcase the latest
trends in PV technology

transfer fluids, production technologies and equipment.

�Solarex Istanbul is a fully-established organisation and it keeps growing

with intense interest in terms of foreign participants. The event aims at telling

the importance of clean energy both to participating firms and to the visitors.

The fair is comprised of various activities for visitors, including symposiums

and company conferences. The sector�s leading organizations are educat-

ing the trade fair visitors during the special seminars focused on financing,

investment and production�, says organizer Voli Fuar Hizmetleri.

Konya Machine Technologies Fair will be held between May 11 and 14

2022 at Konya Chamber Of Commerce � Tuyap Konya International Fair

Center. The fair is bringing together 4 different fairs at the same time: KON-

MAK 2022 Konya 16th Metal Processing Machines, Welding, Drilling, Cut-

ting, Technologies, Materials and Hand Tools Fair and Konya 5th Sheet

Metal, Pipe, Profile Processing Technologies and Related Industries Fair,

ISKON 2022 Konya 14th Handling, Storage, Transport, Crane and Logistics

Fair, KONELEX 2022 Konya 14th Electric, Electronic, Electromechanic En-

ergy Generation, Automation Fair.

Konya has 9 industrial zones, 38 industrial sites, 14 private industrial

estates and private industrial areas. A significant amount of domestic and

leading machinery manufacturers are located in Konya. These companies

manufacture welding machines, compressors, guillotine shears and press-

es; and also engine reconditioning machines, drills and metal processing

machinery. Therefore, these facts make Konya an ideal city for industrial

investments.

Konya holds 45% of the market in Turkey of metal processing and ma-

chinery manufacturing and it continues to be the center of attraction of do-

mestic and foreign investors. The city has 22% of machinery industry�s ex-

ports of Turkey in general, also impresses every year with rising exports

graph. In this context, the fairs that contribute to the introduction of innova-

tive machines also make it possible to spot the latest technologies at the

same time by consolidating the brand�s place on the market.

Konya Machine Technologies Fair, which is the most important and most

Konya Machine Technologies Fair to gather
metal processing sector experts in Anatolia

comprehensive industry meeting in Anatolia, has become a sought-after,

follow-up brand meeting of the metal processing sector, and the weight of

this region, especially Konya, has also been influential in the industry. In-

deed, Konya�s production of milling machines is the leader of the country,

also 70% of metal processing machinery, 65% of agricultural machinery and

75% of on-vehicle equipment of Turkey is being manufactured there. Orga-

nizer Tuyap believes that Konya will keep its importantance with its strength

in the metalworking sector and that its steady growth will continue in the

coming years.

Photo: Voli Fuar Hizmetleri
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The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is par-

ticipating in Slovenian Steel Group�s (SIJ Group) EUR 230 million long term

debt facility, with EUR 25 million to support the specialised steel company�s

efforts to further reduce its environmental impact.

SIJ Group is the largest vertically integrated steel producer in Slovenia

and a leading Slovenian exporter with a strong presence in the international

markets in 68 countries in Europe, North America, South America, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

One of the core objectives of the EBRD is the transition towards a low-

carbon economy in hard-to-abate industries, among which the steel and iron

sectors rank first when it comes to CO2 emissions and second when it comes

to energy consumption. SIJ Group already has one of the lowest carbon

footprints in the steel industry globally, manufactures its products from 100%

recyclable steel scrap and is aligned with the EU Taxonomy.

The EBRD has an ongoing collaboration with SIJ tracing from the partici-

pation in the company�s inaugural local capital market issuance in 2015 and

via a EUR 40 million participation in a 2017 debt facility, contributing towards

SIJ�s energy efficiency, investment and refinancing programme.

The proceeds from the EBRD�s participation will finance energy efficien-

cy improvement capex at SIJ�s production sites in Jesenice and Ravne na

Koro�kem, contributing to the company�s decarbonisation efforts and meet-

ing the criteria for �substantial contribution� towards climate change mitiga-

tion under the EU Taxonomy. Finally, EBRD�s participation will help SIJ im-

prove its climate-related financial disclosures.

�We are pleased to extend our collaboration with SIJ, one of the most

Slovenian steel producer SIJ Group plans
further decarbonisation

efficient steel producers globally, and finance their ongoing efforts towards

reducing further the environmental footprint of their operations and improv-

ing their climate-related disclosures�, said Frederic Lucenet, EBRD Global

Head of Manufacturing and Services.

Igor Malevanov, CFO of SIJ Group: �We would like to thank EBRD for

remaining true to its mission: reconstruction and development. Aside from

its direct contribution in financing our climate related energy efficiency capex,

the participation of EBRD in our new debt facility encouraged the other lend-

ers to increase their commitments. This ultimately allows SIJ Group to im-

plement its long term development objectives. We also appreciate EBRD�s

support in the improvement of our ESG related reporting.�

Telecommunication service provider A1 Bulgaria and Bulgarian clean

energy investment group Renalfa have signed a long-term Power Purchase

Agreement (PPA) for solar energy. The contract envisages the supply of

20 000 MWh clean energy per annum for the next 10 years.

Along with the clean energy supply, Renalfa will provide the so-called

sleeving service to A1 via its subsidiary Toki.bg. Sleeving is the process of

transforming the pay-as-produced PV profile of the generation project into

the consumption schedule of the telecom through the electricity market. This

is the first sleeving agreement on the Bulgarian market. The underlying en-

ergy will be generated by a photovoltaic power plant of 33 MWp installed

capacity, part of Renalfa�s portfolio, located in South Bulgaria.

�Climate change is arguably the biggest challenge of the 21st century.

While digital technologies can support sustainable development, the unprec-

edented global data usage during the COVID-19 pandemic has caused our

industry to consume more energy than ever before. As part of A1 Telekom

Austria Group we are aware of our responsibility towards the environment

and have set an ambitious environmental target: reducing CO2 emissions to

net-zero by 2030. This will be achieved by decreasing our own carbon foot-

print and gradually switching to energy from renewable sources. The signed

PPA for solar energy is a significant step for A1 Bulgaria on the path to clean

energy transition. As a leading communications operator it is our obligation

to drive a green and digital transformation with our expertise�, commented

Alexander Dimitrov, Chairman of the Management Board and Chief Execu-

tive Officer of A1 Bulgaria

A1 Bulgaria and Renalfa sign a Power
Purchase Agreement for green energy

�Corporate PPAs are the backbone of the clean energy transition and we

are happy to announce the first sleeved PPA on the Bulgarian market�, said

Yuri Katanov, Executive director of Renalfa. �We are proud to partner with

such an industry leader as A1. I would like to congratulate the company and

its management for pioneering such an innovative business model. Togeth-

er, we have addressed and resolved one of the main obstacles for bigger

market integrations of renewables.�

�Corporate PPAs provide competitive advantage to companies by secur-

ing long-term energy supply at a fixed price as compared to the volatile

energy markets. At the same time this energy is clean and with proven RES

origin, which significantly reduces the carbon footprint of the companies,

contributes to safer and cleaner environment and increases their ESG (En-

vironmental, Social and Governance) ratings�, Mr. Katanov added.

Photo: SIJ Group
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The European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (EBRD) is investing an additional

EUR 50 million in its joint partnership with Di-

mand SA in Greece, increasing its overall com-

mitment to EUR 71,5 million.

The joint venture is 35 per cent owned by the

EBRD and 65 per cent owned by Arcela Invest-

ments Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of Di-

mand, a leading Greek real-estate developer and

construction services provider with a track record

of delivering major brownfield regeneration

projects.

The EBRD�s additional equity commitment to

the joint venture aims to fund a new pipeline of

green buildings, with a focus on offices, mixed-

use projects and city hotels. Alongside the in-

crease in investment limit, the Bank is promoting

a higher level of sustainability reporting and risk

management by introducing GRESB reporting �

the global environmental, social and governance

(ESG) benchmark for real-estate assets, at the

level of Dimand.

Since the joint venture�s inception in 2017, the

EBRD has invested in five green-certified

projects in Greece, including the Piraeus Tower,

the Piraeus Port Plaza 2 and 3 office buildings,

the Importex office building and the Omonoia

Moxy hotel.

The built environment accounts for close to

40 per cent of all global energy-related green-

house gas emissions and half of global resource

extraction. Consequently, the need for sustain-

able building developments and the deep retrofit

of existing buildings has never been more rele-

vant. Notwithstanding a rise in local demand for

sustainable buildings in Greece, there is still lim-

EBRD invests in urban regeneration
and green buildings in Greece

ited supply of quality new product and chronic

underinvestment in the refurbishment of existing

buildings. The Bank�s partnership with Dimand,

which centres on brownfield redevelopment

projects and deep refurbishments, can thus play

a major role in fostering the market�s low-carbon,

climate-resilient transition.

�We are very excited to continue our excel-

lent partnership with Dimand and support the

joint venture in financing a new stage of mature

pipeline projects in Greece. The joint venture

integrates sustainability and resource efficien-

cy as a systematic and core element of its busi-

ness strategy, while addressing a number of

strategic priorities set by the EBRD, ultimately

supporting the decarbonisation of the Greek

building sector�, said Vlaho Kojakovic, EBRD

Head of Property and Tourism.

Dimitris Andriopoulos, CEO and majority

shareholder of Dimand, added: �We are ho-

noured by the EBRD�s continued trust in us and

support for our company and business. Since

2017, the EBRD has helped us to grow and

evolve and we look forward to further strength-

ening our strategic relationship and investing in

a new pipeline of sustainable projects.�

To date, the EBRD has invested approximate-

ly EUR 5,4 billion in more than 85 projects in the

corporate, financial, energy and infrastructure

sectors of the Greek economy.
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